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CRIMINAL PXOOEDURB.
Where the accused was ready for trial and attended court during the term

fixed for his trial, and pressed the district attorney to try his case, but the dis-
trict attorney omitted to call up the case; without sufficient reason existing for
such omission, a motion to discharge accused on his own recognizance was re-
fused, he being on bail at the time.

H. E. Tremaine, for the motion.
W. P. Fiero, Asst. Dist. Atty., opposed.
BENEDICT, J. This is a motion by the accused to be discharged

on his own recognizance, or that his trial do immediately proceed.
The ground of the application is that the accused was ready to be tried
at the February term, and attended court during the term, and
pressed the district attorney to try his case, but the district attorney
omitted to call up the case, although ,the trial might have been had,
and no sufficient reason existed for omitting to call up the case.
The affidavits show that the accused was in court, pressing fora trial
of his case at the February term, and I am by no means satisfied
with the reasons assigned by the district attorney for his omission
to call up the case. So far as the business of the court is concerned
there was abundant opportunity to try the case at the February term,
and I think it ought to have been called up. I do not, however,
think it advisable to discharge the accused upon his own recognizance
at this term. He is on bail, and the bail given will stand until the
next term in March. If, at the opening of that term, \ltn early day
be not fixed by the district attorney for the disposition of the case,
the present motion II!ay be renewed. '

UNITED NICKEL Co. v. PENDLETON.
{'Jwcuit Oourt, 8. D. New York. February 1,1883.}

1. PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS - ELECTRO-DEPOSITION OF NICKEL - CIlEmc..AL
EQUIV'\LENTB.
Where defendant's solution is amenable to the same laws as that of the

plaintiff, and to give the Bame result must be used under the same conditions
and be free from the same impurities, and be made according to the same
principles as that of the plaintiff, it is a chemical equivalent of the plamtifh
solution.
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2. SAME-SIMILAR PROCESS AND MODES OF WORKING.
Where the defendant did not vary the process or the mode of working, or its

essential conditions, but applied a neW? solution, worked ia the same way and
under the same conditions as the solution of the plaintiff, it is an infringement
of plaintiff's claim.

3. NEW PHODUCTS-PATENTABLE.
Anew product or article of manufacture is patentahle as a manufacture;

and where the patent describes the, product and the mode of making it, having
certain characteristics which are defined, and stating that they were never pro-
duced before, it is a sufficient specification of a claim.

Dickerson Dickerson, for plaintiff.
Frost et Cae, for defendant.
BLATCHFORD, Justice. This snit is brought for the infringement of

claims 1 and 4 of letters patent No. 93,157, granted to Isaac Adams,
Jt., August 3, 1869, for an "improvement in the electro-deposition
of nicke!." The patent was before this conrt in United Nickel Co. v.
Harris, 15 Blatchf. C. C. 319, and in United Nickel Go. v. Manhattan
Brass Go. 16 Blatchf. C. O. 68. It was also before Judge SHEPLEY,
in United Nickel Co. v. Anthes, 1 Holmes, 155, and in United Nickel
Co. v. Keith, Id. 328.
Claims land 4 are as follows:
.. (1) The electro-deposition of nickel by means of a solution of the double sul-

phate of nickel and ammonia, or a solution of the double chloride of nickel and'
ammonium, preparedand used in such a manner as to be free from the presence
of potash, soda, alumina, lime, or nitric acid, or from any acid or alkaline re-
aCtion. (4) The electroplating of metals with a coating of compact, coherent,
tenacious, 'flexible nickel, of sufficient, thickness to' protect the metal upon
which the deposit is made from the action of corrosive agents with which the
article may be brought in contact."

In the Anthes Case, in May, 1872, the validity of the, patent was
sus'tainec:1, and 'infringement was aq.judged of claim 1, as the defend-
ant had used the solutions of the patent.
In the Keith Gase, in February, 1874, the validity of the patent

was again sustained, and infringement of claim 1 was adjudged, be-
cause of the use, in the electro-deposition of nickel, of a solution of
the double sulphate of nickel and ammonia, although such solution
contained a small proportion of tartrate of ammonia, and a small
proportion of ammonia, the first of these being an inert substance
in the solution, and the second being speedily eliminated by evapora-
tion when the solution was used.
In the Harri.s Case, in Octooer, 1878, the patent was held valid.

Claim 1 was held to be a claim to the electro-deposition of nickel by
means of any solution of the double sulphate of nickel and ammonia,
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or of any solution of the double chloride of nickel and ammonium, how-
ever such solution may be prepared, provided such solution is so used
as to be free, while the electro-deposition of nickel is going on, from
the presence of potash, soda, alumina, lime, or nitrio acid, or from
any acid or alkaline reaction. Infringement of that claim was ad-
judged, and it was held that, although a' sulphate or a chloride of pot-
ash or soda might be introduced into either of the named solutions,
yet, if the solution was so used, in the electro-deposition of nickel,
that the sulphate or the chloride would not be decomposed, the claim
was infringed. Infringement of claim 4 was also adjudged, and that
claim was held to be a claim to the product or coatirrg named in it,
having the qualities described in it, when such prodnct or coating is
produced by employing the invention covered by the first claim.
In the Manhattan Brass Co. Case, in March, 1879,

of claim 1 was adjudged, and it was' held that that claim was in-,
fringed, although the salts of potash and soda were introduced into
the solution, provided the solution was not so used as to liberate free
potash or free soda.
In the present case questions arise which were not under consid-

deration in the other cases. In none of those cases was claim 4 in-
volved separately from claim 1, because in all of them infringement
of claim 1 was adjudged, and in all of them no solution was under
consideration but the solutions named in claim 1. The present de-
fendant uses another solution. The answer avers that he is making,
using, and selling a nickel-plating solution, of oxide c;>f.
nickel and acetic acid, forming an acetate of nickel solution, which
solution contains an excess of acid and has an acid reaction, and that
he does this under letters patent No. 232,615, granted to him Sep-
tember 28, 1880, and in the manner described and claimed therein.·
The' evidence snpports this averment. In addition to this the record
contains an admission by the defendant that a certain padlock offered
in evidence by the plaintiff was electroplated by the defendant after
the plaintiff's patent was issued and before this suit was brought,
and that it is a metallic article, covered with a coating of compact,
coherent, tenacious, and flexible nickel. The evidence shows that it
is the article claimed in claim 4 of the plaintiff's patent. It does not
appear whether it was plated in the defendant's solution or not.
The specification of the defendant's patent says:
"'fhe object of my invention relates to It new and improved process of pre-

paring solutions of oxide of nickel and acetic acid for nickel-plating purposes.
I am aware that solutions of oxide of nickel and acetic acid have bwn used
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to some extent tn nickel-plating; but these solutions have not hitherto bee:1
so successful as to give satisfactory results, the work plated in them being
imperfect, ununiform, and often covered with a deposit of black oxide of nickel.
I have discovered the causes of thege diffi0ulties and the method by which
they can be obvi'ated. These difficulties in the preparation and use of solu-
tions of oxide of nickel and acetic acid may arise fwm the impurities of the
materials used, the cure of which is obvious to all, but are principally due to
two facts: First, that when acetic acid is added to oxide of nickel the chem-
ical changes taking place between constituent parts of these materials require
some tim1', and if, as is now the practice in making said solutions, water is added
to the combined acIds and nickel before the chemical changes have fully taken
place, chemical action is delayed 'and continues slowly during the use of the
solution in plating; second, that this class of solutions-that is, acetate of
nickel solutions-require to be prepared with an excess of acid and to be kept
markedly acid while in use; otherwise the solution will not give satisfactory
results. I prepare my solution as follows: I prefer to make it in quantities
of 50. gallons, as this is a proper quantity for ordinary tanks used in nickel-
plating, though either great or less quantities may be prepared at. one time, if
desired. To prepare 50 gallons af said solution, I take about 20 pounds of
oxide of nickel, and add to it about 10 gallons of acetic acid. I then allow
this mixture of oxide of nickel and acetic acid to stand for such length of
time that the gases generated by their chemical action are thoroughly evolved
and pass off, In preparing said solution I would recommend that at least 24
hours should be allowed to elapse before adding the water to the' mixture,
'the mixture of oxide of nickel and acetic acid may be placed on a stove or
sand-bath for the purpose of hastening the chemica.l changes in the mixture
by hea.ting it. After allowing the mixture to stand for such length of time
as to allow the gases to pass ofl', the water is added, and the solution is then
ready for use. In preparing solutions of greater or less quantities than 50 gal-
lems, the quantities of oxide of nickel and acetic acid are, of course, varied;
but the same relative proportions are presE'n'ed between them. Great care
should be taken in the preparation and use of this solution, that it shall con·
tain at all times an excess of acetic acid, and if. in making aud testing it, the
solution is found not to have an acid reaction, sufficient acetic acid should be
added to produce a markedly acid reaction. These solutions, thus prepared
and used, do not become depleted in using, and require no addition of nickel
to keep up their strength, other than that derived from the 'nickel of the
anode. As no materials are used in the preparation of these solutions but
oxide of nickel and acetic acid, they are free from sulphates and chlorides of
nickel, and any of the compounds of ammonium and any

The claims of the patent are these:

"(1) In the art of nickel-plating, an acid solution of acetate of nickel, con-
sisting of oxide of nickel and acetic acid, said solution having an excess of
acid. (2) The method of making acid solutions of acetate of nickel consisting
III slowly digesting oxide of nickel and acetic acid with or without heat, so
to have an excess of the acid in solution, sub5tantiaGy as descrilJed."
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ltis apparent from a reading of 'this the novelty
in the invention, if there be any, consists in the making of the solu-
tion, either as to the method or the resulting solution 'or both. The
starting point is to make a solution of oxide of nickel and acetic acid.
Metallic nickel is not taken, but oxide of nickel alrea.dy prepared
from metallic nickel. The fact is stated that solutions of oxide of
nickel and acetic acid had been before used to some extent in nickel-
plating, but unsuccessfully and, unsatisfactorily, the work plated be-
ing imperfect, ununiform, and often covered with a deposit of black
oxide of nickel. It is then stated that these difficulties in preparing
and using solutions of oxide of nickel and acetic acid may arise from
the impurities of the materials used, "the cure of whieh is obvious to
all." One of these materials is oxide of nickel, but whether the ob-
vious cure of the impurities in it, resulting from impurities in the metal-
lic nickel fromwhich it is made, or impurities resultingfrorn the method
of treating it to obtain the oxide, is the cure made known by Adams
in his patent or not, is not suggested.. It' is very certain, from the
evidence, that no cure for the deleterious impurities was ever sug-
gested before' that made· known by Adams in his patellt, and that he
was the first person who made known what such impurities were. An
important passage in the specification of the defendant's patent is
that in which he says that, "as no materials are used in the prepara-
tion of his solutions but oxide of nickel and acetic acid, 'they are free
from snlphates and chlorides of nickel and any of the compounds of
ammonium and any other salts." .
The defendant's solution is an acetate of nickel solution resulting

from the treatment of oxide of nickel with acetic acid. The solution
is free from the injurious substances specified in the Adams patent
as injurious, unless the addition of an excess of acetic acid is a de-
parture from the precautions pointed out by Adams. The defend-
anfs solution is free from potash, soda, alumina, lime, and' nitric
acid, and is a pure solution, in the sense of being free from those sub-
stances, which substances, Adams states, in his patent, must be elim-
inated, either by dispensing with their use or effectually removing
them if they are employed. The defendant's specification requires
freedom from all foreign metallic salts. The evidence shows that a
pure acetate of nickel, used without an excess of acetic acid, will,
under proper conditions of strength of current and strength of solu-
tion, produce such a reguline deposit of nickel as Adams' patent con-
templates, and that the absence of any acid or alkaline reaction in
the acetate prodl1ces the best results especially as to the quantity of
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metal deposited with a liven hattery power in a given time. An ex-
cess of acetic acid impairs the efficiency of the solution. It is shown
that the presence of an acid reaction, by turning litmus paper red,
by no means indicates ,the presence of free acid, so as to make a
practically injurious departure from neutrality, in the direction of
acid reaction. On the other hand, it appears that an excess of acetic
acid has the effect to neutralize the deleterious properties of such al-
kaline substances as soda, potash, and lime, which, if finding their
way into the solution, will injure the quality of the deposit. Such
excess of acetic acid does not neutralize suoh impurities as hydro-
chloric acid, sulphuric acid, or nitric acid, and they must be prevented
from getting into the solution at all. The defendant's mode of mak.
ing the acetate precludes their introduction otherwise than through
the use of the dips, and the Adams patent especially enjoins that they
must not be introduced through, the dips.
At the time of Adams' invention it was known that the addition

of a slight excess of acid to a simple salt of nickel would prevent the
deposit of oxide of nickel upon the cathode, by taking up the oxide,
and thus act in the same manner as ammonia salts in the solutions
of the Adams patent. Under the foregoing premises, as a simple
acetate will produce a greater deposit of nickel for the same amount
of current in a given time than will a simple acetate with a slight ex·
cess of acetic acid, and as such slight excess of acetic acid will pre-
vent the injurious deposit of oxide of nickel in case certain alkaline
impurities are present, and as that result is accomplished in the same
way as by the use of ammonia salts in the solutions of Adams' pat.
ent, those solutions and the defendant's solution are equivalent in
nickel-plating, and in their mode of operation and in the character
of the deposit.
The fair ref!,ding of the Adams specification is that, in order to ob-

tain the best results, the solution should be as nearly neutral aspos-
sible, and should be especially free from acid. The invention of
Adams, as shown in his specification, so far as respects sulphuric and
hydrochloric acid, was that the presence of such quantities of those
acids as would be likely to get into the solutions named in claim 1,
in preparing and using them, would prevent any useful result. In-
fringeme)1t of the claim cannot be avoided by introducing such small
quantities of any of the injurious substances named by Adams as
will produce no practical injurious effect.
But there is another view of claim 1 which leads to the same

conclusion. Practical nickel-plating, as an art, had its origin in the
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Adams patent. Before that, because of the properties of nickel, it
had been suggested that successful, practical nickel-plating would be
a very useful invention. The invention made by Adams, and set forth
in his specification, covers the art of practical nickel-plating as now
practiced. Before Adams, persons trying to plate with nickel pro-
ceeded as with gold, silver, and other metals, and failed. Adams
discovered that it was'necessary to avoid, iJ;l nickel-plating, the use
of what was either not hurtful or was beneficial in other plating, and
pointed out clearly what must be avoided. He mentions certain .
lutions which he says will give the best results of any solutions
then known. He describes in detail the mode of preparing those so-
lutions so as to get rid of the lnjurious substances. His invention
applies to all nickel-plating solutions which act electro-chemically
like the solutions he mentions, for the facts he develops are true of
all such solutions. It applies to the defendant'.s solution, for that is
the equivalent, electro-chemically, as regards nickel-plating,of the
solutions mentioned by Adams. The defendant's solution is amena-
ble to the same laws, and, in order to give the best results, must be
used under the same conditions, and be free from the same impuri-
ties, and be made and used according to the principles laid down by
Adams_ Before Adams no product possessing the properties de-
scribed by him as those of his product was known. He introduced
a new process, that of claim 1, as well as a new product or manufac-
ture, that of claim 4. In attempts at nickel-plating before, acids
had been used which were known solvents of nickel. Adams used
those acids to prepare his solutions. When he of acid reac-
tion in his specification, and in claim 1, he must be regarded as re-
ferring only to the acids he had spoken of as used to clean the arti-
cles to be coated, or as solvents of nickel, namely, nitric, sulphuric,
and hydrochloric acids. Those are the acids which he mentions as
used to make salts of nickel, the metal being dissolved in the acids ..
Hence, the acid reaction spoken of by Adams includes only the min-
eral acids referred to by Adams, those being the acids, and the only
acids, which could get into the solutions referred to by Adams,
or into any plating solutions then known. Adams did not invent
these solutions of claim 1. He how to prepare and use
them successfully. The solution is the vehicle whereby the nickel
is conveyed from the anode to the cathode, holding in suspension the
nickel to be deposited, and supplying the place of the deposited
nickel by taking other nickel from the anode. The real invention
was in discoYering the proper for the use of such vel1ide,
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npt the Pl1rticuJQJ' cl/emical composition of the vehicle. Any proper.
vehicle. used,with those co'nditions would do the work. Any vehicle
in the u'seo£'w4ich those conditions should not be observed would
not do the work. The actual chemical compositiou of the solution,
so long as it &b,0llid be agood working solution, was and is unimpor-
tant. The only"material point was its freedom from the injurious
constituents indicated by Adams. In this view, the defendant's solu-
tion is an eql11valent, in the sense of the patent law, for the solutions
of claim 1. It accomplishes the same results by the same electro-
chemical mode of operation, by the same process, with the absence
of the same injurious elements., If claim 1 of the Adams patent
claimed the discovery of a new solution, as does claim 10f the defend-
ant's patent, the question would be a different one. But the claim is'
a claim to a new method of using solutions, requiring specified con-
ditions, by the absence of specified injurious elements. The defend-
ant uses his solution in the same way,avoiding those injurious ele-
ments, and observing the prescribed conditions.. The oxide of nickel
withwhich.the d,efendant starts is now an'article of commerce, pre-
pared to be used to make nickel-plating solutions, and is made so as
to be free' from the injuriouss,ubstance specified by Adams. In
making it the use of nitric acid as a solvent is avoided.
The case'of Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. S. 7'07, is an authority for

the conclusion that, on the foregoing facts, claim lof the Adams pat-
ent ought to have the construction above indicated, and that, so con-
strued, it is infringed by the defendant. It is a claim for a process
which Adams invented. He describes a mode, and the best mode
then known, of darryingit out with success. All that the defendant
has done is not to vary the process, or its mode of working, or its
essential conditions, but to apply' a new solution worked in the
same way and under the same conditions. It. inust, therefore, be
held that Ipfringement of claim 1 is established. ,
, As to 4 it is distinctly a claim to a product or article'of man-
ufacture, anI patentable as a manufacture. was a new product,
never knowribefore Adams' invention. As already said, that claim
;vas neve,rconstrued, in any case before referred to, where a decision
was made sustaining claim 1.' .Notwithstanding anything said in the
Harris Case, the Conclusion I have now reached is that claim 4 is a
valid claim; of theinvimtion covered by
claim 1, and that claim bas been infringed. It is contended that
claim 4 clilhps a result, an idea, an abf;ltract 'principle; and that its
invalidity is shown' by' in the case of O'Reilly v.Morse,

I,> ." ., , , •
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15 How. 62. But a patent for a pi-6cess or a product is a different
thing from a patent for a principle, as ex:plainedby 'Mr. Justice BRAn:.
LEY in Tilghman v. Proctor, ubi supra, in commenting 011 0'Reilly
1'.{orse. A manufacture or product, if-new, may be claimed irrespect-
ive of the mode of making it. .
In Oohn v. U. S. Corset Co. 93 U. S. 366, a patent for a corset

having certain features, and which did not describe any process of
making it, was defeated by a prior description of the corset. In the
present case the patent describes the product, and the mode ofmak-
ing it, and claims it. The tex.t of the specification' sets forth as one
of the inventions deposits of nickel having certain characteristics,
which are defined, and it states that they were never produced be-
fore.
There mnst be a decree for the plaintiff as to claims 1 and 4, for

an account and an injunction, as prayed in the bill, with costs.

DUNBAR and others 'lJ. WHI'1'2 and others.-

(Ow-cuit Oourt, B. D. Louisiana. March, 1882.)

L PATENT LAW-REISSUED PATENTS.
A reissued patent which enlarges 4n original patent,l. e., which mAkeR the

Invention patented other and more inclusive than the original patent,
is void as against intervening rights and the public as well. -

SAME.
The object of the law on the subject of patentsls to advance the interests of

the public by securing certain exclusive rights to pil.tentees, and among these
rights is that of changing, by a surrender and reissue, the language, where the
idea remains the same. .

Albert H. Leonard and J. W. Gurley, for complainants.
Joseph P. Hornor and Francis W. Baker. for defendants.
BILLINGS, J. The case has been heard, and is submitted for Ii. final

decree upon bill, answer, ex.hibits, and depositions. The bill is to
protect the rights of a patentee, and is for an injunction and account.
Upon the hearing for a preliminary injunction, I directed that de-

should be required to keep an account of .0.11' their transac-
tions which should be had, which could be included within the righte
granted to complainants. This decree in effect maintained the valid.
ity of the complainants' claim.
• Reversed. See 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 72. .
Reported by Joseph P. Hornor, Esq., of the New Orleans bar.


